GAMES

ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

ACADEMY GAMES

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

ACTION

PHASE GAMES

FEATURED ITEM

GUILDHALL: FANTASY - COALITION
Do you have a thirst for adventure? Is your middle name danger? Do you just like treasure? Form a party of adventurers to help you be victorious in Guildhall: Fantasy - Coalition! The more members of each class you have, the greater the bonus they’ll give you - but, be careful! Your opponents might try to poach your party members! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AEG 5853

Albino Dragon

The Goonies: Adventure Card Game
Goonies Never Say Diet! In The Goonies: Adventure Card Game, players work together with their fellow Goonies to uncover One-Eyed Willy’s treasure and the secret path to his ship. But it won’t be easy. Be prepared to overcome obstacles, avoid booby traps, and outwit the Fratellis in a race to save the Goon Docks! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

ALB 04537

$36.99

Doomtown: Reloaded Expansion
Saddlebag 12 - The Show Stopper
It’s Showtime! It’s do or die for Abram and his posse as they confront the Gomorra! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AEG 5865

$19.99

DICE CITY: CROSSROADS EXPANSION
The gold from the All That Glitters Expansion continues to add wealth to Dice City in Crossroads. That wealth can now be used to invest in the arts, music, and new buildings. The citizens of Roldavia are finding new ways to get around your city, and in turn making it a more thriving community, with taverns and guilds sprouting up everywhere to support their needs. Which way will your city turn next? It’s fair to say you have reached a Crossroads...

AEG 5863

$50.00

Dreamwell
In a place outside the waking world where children go while they sleep, wander the dreamkin - last sleepers, whose souls this land seeks to keep. Underneath the gentle waves of lucid seas we fell, we’re off to find our missing friends in the vast Dreamwell. Dreamwell is a competitive, tile-based board game featuring the art of Tara McPherson where players are trying to locate their last friends in the Dreamwell.

PSI AKG300

$29.99

Retreat to Darkmoor
The foul forces of Darkmoor have amassed their legions to strike at the Capital City. Despite their well-laid machinations, something awaits them within the city walls - the realm’s legendary heroes, who have gathered to council the king. Failing to siege the city, each overlord’s minions must now retreat to Darkmoor lest they be captured - or worse! In Retreat to Darkmoor, players assume the roles of dark overlords of the realm, each commanding an identical deck of minions. Your goal: to successfully evade the legendary heroes, eliminate rival minions, and take refuge in the various locations of Darkmoor. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PSI AKG230

$19.99

Spotlight On

Retreat to Darkmoor

Doomtown: Reloaded Expansion
Saddlebag 12 - The Show Stopper

JIM HENSON’S LABYRINTH: THE BOARD GAME
Will Sarah manage to defeat Jareth and his Labyrinth, or will the Goblin King turn little Toby into a goblin baby? You have thirteen hours to find out! Play with up to four friends in this fun family board game based on Jim Henson’s beloved classic, Labyrinth! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

ALC RHLAB001

$50.00

KEY

There are symbols and terms found throughout Game Trade Magazine. They mean the following:

Offered Again (O/A)
These items have been offered before in Game Trade Magazine and are available again for you to order. Don’t forget to order what you missed the first time.

PI
Your store will set the price for all items labeled “PI”. Check with your retailer.

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

Game Trade Magazine #198
GTM contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, game related fiction, and self contained games and game modules, along with solicitation information on upcoming game releases. GTM 198$3.99
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BEHIND THE THRONE
Secret organizations fight for the right to rule over the Old Kingdom in Behind the Throne, an engaging, push-your-luck card game. Those struggling for power in the shadow of the royal throne use intrigue, blackmail, and threats to reach their goals. The more servants, nobles, and dignitaries they control, the closer they are to the throne. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AGS ARC003 ........................................ $19.90

DUNGEON TIME
Time is of the Essence! Are you brave enough to accept the dungeon challenge? In Dungeon Time, a real-time cooperative card game, you will enter a fantasy realm with only five minutes to complete your missions! Find the equipment, get the mission - while frantically trying to beat the clock and avoid being over-burdened by your equipment - and level-up to higher challenges if you succeed! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AGS ARCC002 ........................................ $29.90

STAY AWAY!
A Contagious Horror Card Game! A group of archeologists has mysteriously disappeared during an expedition to the risen island of R'lyeh. As a member of the rescue team sent to aid them, you investigate the site - encountering something terrible that seeks to destroy your team from within! Who will believe you? Who's who - and who is what? Stay Away! Because you can't trust anyone - and no one will trust you! So block the doors, quarantine a suspect, reveal your identity to your "allies", grab a flamethrower, or just run away... but, look carefully where you end up, because "The Thing" might be closer than you think! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AGS ARCG004 ........................................ $19.90

DELTA GREEN RPG: AGENT'S HANDBOOK
The Agent's Handbook for the new incarnation of Delta Green, the award-winning roleplaying game of Lovecraftian horror and conspiracy, includes rules for creating agents, with dozens of professions from throughout the U.S. government and the civilian world, plus rules for tense, fluid investigations, combat, and sanity, as well as details on equipment and assets, and dossiers of the federal agencies most likely to be featured in Delta Green. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

S2P APUB107 ........................................ $39.99

WINGS OF GLORY
Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

LAST FRIDAY
It's the Ultimate Survival Horror Experience in Last Friday! A hidden movement, hunt and deduction board game inspired by the popular "slasher" horror movie genre. Last Friday follows the bloody trail of a murderer who died and rose again. In the role of naive, young campers, the players are challenged to survive a long weekend of terror - while the undying psychopath secretly hides among them, anxious to exact revenge! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AGS ARTG001 ........................................ $49.90

PHOENIX DI (LANG)
AGS WGST22A ...................................... Pl

PHOENIX DI (GRUBER)
AGS WGST22B ...................................... Pl

PHOENIX DI (ANCILLOTTO)
AGS WGST22C ..................................... Pl

NIEUPORT 11
Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

ALBATROS C III (BOHME/ LADERMACHER)
AGS WGST210A .................................... Pl

ALBATROS C III (LUFTSTREITKRAFTE)
AGS WGST210C .................................... Pl

ALBATROS C III (MEINECKE)
AGS WGST210B .................................... Pl
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

THE OTHERS: PAINT SET OF SIN
The Army Painter and Cool Mini or Not in cooperation with Studio McVey are thrilled to announce The Others exclusive ‘Paint Set of Sin’, featuring 10 exclusive Warpaints, of which eight are only available in this set. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

TAP WP8010 ......................................................... $29.99

PHOENIX DI (URBAN)
AGS WGS121B .................................................. Pl

SOPWITH 1 1/2 STRUTTER (COLLISHAW/PORTSMOUTH)
AGS WGS2098 .................................................. Pl

SOPWITH 1 1/2 STRUTTER COMIC (78 SQUADRON)
AGS WGS209C .................................................. Pl

THE ARMY PAINTER

AMERICA
What year was Close Encounters first in theaters? What state gets the most snow each year? How many albums has Madonna sold? It's likely you don't know any of these facts. But, you might have a rough idea, and that's good enough in America, the party game where being close counts! And, if you have absolutely no idea what the answer is, take advantage of your friends who do. If you realize no one (including yourself) knows the answer, you can bet against everyone! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PSI BEZAMER ......................................................... $44.95

BUFFALO GAMES

300 PIECE PUZZLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

TRAVEL: AUSTRIA (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2524 ......................................................... Pl

TRAVEL: HAWAII (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2521 ......................................................... Pl

COLOR YOUR WORLD:
SECRET GARDEN - DRAGON FLY
BFG 3841 ......................................................... Pl

VIVID: GINGUE TERRE
BFG 2722 ......................................................... Pl

VIVID: CLOWN SCHOOL
BFG 2723 ......................................................... Pl

VIVID: THE KING
BFG 2721 ......................................................... Pl

VIVID: VIVID AMERICA
BFG 2724 ......................................................... Pl

VIVID: THE KING
BFG 2721 ......................................................... Pl

AMERICA
What year was Close Encounters first in theaters? What state gets the most snow each year? How many albums has Madonna sold? It's likely you don't know any of these facts. But, you might have a rough idea, and that's good enough in America, the party game where being close counts! And, if you have absolutely no idea what the answer is, take advantage of your friends who do. If you realize no one (including yourself) knows the answer, you can bet against everyone! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PSI BEZAMER ......................................................... $44.95

BUFFALO GAMES

300 PIECE PUZZLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

TRAVEL: AUSTRIA (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2524 ......................................................... Pl

TRAVEL: HAWAII (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2521 ......................................................... Pl

COLOR YOUR WORLD:
SECRET GARDEN - DRAGON FLY
BFG 3841 ......................................................... Pl

AMERICA
What year was Close Encounters first in theaters? What state gets the most snow each year? How many albums has Madonna sold? It's likely you don't know any of these facts. But, you might have a rough idea, and that's good enough in America, the party game where being close counts! And, if you have absolutely no idea what the answer is, take advantage of your friends who do. If you realize no one (including yourself) knows the answer, you can bet against everyone! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PSI BEZAMER ......................................................... $44.95

BUFFALO GAMES

300 PIECE PUZZLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

TRAVEL: AUSTRIA (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2524 ......................................................... Pl

TRAVEL: HAWAII (LARGE PIECES)
BFG 2521 ......................................................... Pl

COLOR YOUR WORLD:
SECRET GARDEN - DRAGON FLY
BFG 3841 ......................................................... Pl
**ASCENDANTS OF AETHEROS**

In Ascendants of Aetheros, a thrilling, standalone card game combining strategy, skill, and a little bit of luck set in the magical world of Aetheros, players take on the role of an Ascendant and compete to become the next Sage by acquiring the rarest Sky Shards.

**YCW 402800** .....................................

---

**CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG: GLORIOUS BRAVERY OF RADIANT SWORD BOOSTER PACK DISPLAY (30)**

Reach out and grab hold of the glorious future! The pieces are set, and the time has come to move forward from the GIRS Crisis over to Stride Gate! Glorious Bravery of Radiant Sword features new trump cards for various characters as well as cards that boost the Knight of the Sun Starter Deck. And, look out for the new Super GR parallel cards, as well as the SPs from the rare SP Clan pack! Offered in 30-count displays. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**YCW 402725-D** .....................................

---

**LUCK & LOGIC TCG**

Who will you choose to Trance with? In Luck & Logic, beautiful girls known as “Logicalists” use an ability called “Trance” to join forces with extra-dimensional goddesses (“Foreigners”) to protect their world from invaders. Luck & Logic is introduced in Trial Decks (Brave Logic and Rinne Logic), as well as Growth & Genesis Booster Packs. Each Trial Deck comes with a 50-card pre-constructed deck, an exclusive promo card, a Clan card, a Starter’s Guide, and a playmat. Offered in 6-count displays. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**YCW 402695-D** .....................................

---

**NEUSCHWANSTEIN CASTLE**

Embark on your sunlit journey through Vanguard with the Knights of the Sun! Featuring the knights of the Gold Paladin clan, each Knight of the Sun Starter Deck for the Cardfight Vanguard Trading Card Game contains a 52-card pre-constructed deck, an exclusive promo card, a Clan card, a Starter’s Guide, and a playmat. Offered in 6-count displays. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**YCW 402138-D** .....................................

---

**COLOR YOUR WORLD: SECRET GARDEN - FOREST OWL**

BFG 3842 ........................................

---

**COLOR YOUR WORLD: SECRET GARDEN -SONGBIRD GARDEN**

BFG 3843 ........................................

---

**BUSHIROAD**

**GUMBALL SURPRISE**

BFG 11641 ........................................

---

**VINTAGE AMERICA**

BFG 1425 ........................................

---

**NEUSCHWANSTEIN CASTLE**

BFG 17055 ........................................

---

**BALLOON DREAM**

BFG 11642 ........................................

---

**Coca Cola: Live It**

BFG 11275 ........................................

---

**Coca Cola: Red White and You**

BFG 11271 ........................................

---

**Coca Cola: You Can’t Beat the Feeling**

BFG 11274 ........................................

---

**Prelude to a Kiss**

BFG 11725 ........................................

---

**Spirit of Flight: Glitter Edition**

BFG 11721GE .....................................

---

**Bishiroad**

**Gumball Surprise**

BFG 11641 ........................................

---

**Color Your World: Secret Garden - Forest Owl**

BFG 3842 ........................................

---

**Color Your World: Secret Garden - Songbird Garden**

BFG 3843 ........................................

---

**750 PIECE PUZZLES**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

---

**EILEAN DONAN**

BFG 17056 ........................................

---

**Mont St. Michel Puzzle**

BFG 17057 ........................................

---

**Gumball Surprise**

BFG 11641 ........................................

---

**Color Your World: Secret Garden - Songbird Garden**

BFG 3843 ........................................

---

**Color Your World: Secret Garden - Forest Owl**

BFG 3842 ........................................

---

**1000 PIECE PUZZLES**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
**Hive Mind**

In *Hive Mind*, players are bees who take turns rolling the die, moving the Queen Bee along the garden track, and asking and answering questions to assess their compatibility with the hive. Each bee is trying to prove they should stay in the hive by thinking in harmony with the other bees. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Menu Masters**

It’s a Fine Dining Frenzy! You are a world-class chef, brimming with ideas for the greatest menus ever crafted... but, the only way to become the Menu Master is to beat the other chefs to Market Street for the freshest, most delicious ingredients! You may choose to open a store to earn some money, or grab your shopping basket and be the first in line at market. It’s the only way to become the Menu Master! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Pass the Grass**

A Joint Adventure! Pass the Grass is an interactive board game that borrows elements ranging from the innocent world of Million Bradley to the psychedelic vibe of the Grateful Dead. Rolling both dice and joints, players make their way around the board in a quest for the perfect buzz while completing hilarious challenges and satisfying their lust for “munchies.” Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

**Shadowrun RPG: Stirred Paperback**

Jimmy Kincaid, burned-out mage and P.I., has a lot on his plate. Gang wars, feuding mobsters, unreliable magical power, and an encrypted data file that’s already cost him friends, but he can’t even access. When the troubles of the Seattle sprawl deepen into a bloody conspiracy with ties to neighboring nations and inhuman powers, he knows he’s on the job of his life! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Spotlight On**

*Court of Shadows* takes the award-winning rules of Shadowrun, 5th Edition, to a setting that has always been part of the Sixth World but never fully detailed. The mysterious Seelie Court has long been a part of the elven nation of Tír na nog. The story is shaped the elven nation of Tír na nóg, and parts beyond, and this book dives into its secrets and the powers who lead it. Full of high fantasy and intrigue, *Court of Shadows* presents a new way to play for veteran Shadowrun players and newcomers alike, pitting them against the tricky, manipulative foes of the courts to see who will decide the future of the Sixth World. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Kill Doctor Lucky: The Secret Lair of Doctor Lucky Expansion**

This is an alternate Kill Doctor Lucky board, set in the universe of the Spy Game! On this board, you are all henchmen of the arch villain Doctor Lucky, chasing a random spy around the secret lair, and trying to kill him. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Zombicide: Special Guest Artists**

The Seelie Court has long Compatibility with the hive. Each bee is thinking in harmony with the other bees. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

**Corvus Belli**

Infinity

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

**Cheapass Games**

**Ariadna Col. Yevgueni Voronin, CoSack Diplomatic Corps (Rifle/AP CCW)**

**Combined Army Umbra Samaritans (Breaker Combi Rifle)**

**CoolMiniOrNot**

**Haqislam Tariqah, High Rank Counselor (HVT)**

**Nomads Midnight Sun Analyst (HVT)**

**Panopeania Neoterran Corporate Executive (HVT)**

**Calliope Games**

**Capreen Group**

**Catalyst Game Labs**

**Pas The Grass**

**Pass the Grass**

A Joint Adventure! Pass the Grass is an interactive board game that borrows elements ranging from the innocent world of Million Bradley to the psychedelic vibe of the Grateful Dead. Rolling both dice and joints, players make their way around the board in a quest for the perfect buzz while completing hilarious challenges and satisfying their lust for “munchies.” Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

**Shadowrun RPG: Court of Shadows Hardcover**

*Shadowrun* takes the award-winning rules of Shadowrun, 5th Edition, to a setting that has always been part of the Sixth World but never fully detailed. The mysterious Seelie Court has long been a part of the elven nation of Tír na nóg, and parts beyond, and this book dives into its secrets and the powers who lead it. Full of high fantasy and intrigue, *Court of Shadows* presents a new way to play for veteran Shadowrun players and newcomers alike, pitting them against the tricky, manipulative foes of the courts to see who will decide the future of the Sixth World. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
INFINITY: HUMAN SPHERE N3
One hundred and seventy-five years in the future, the Human Sphere is home to Mankind. A place to defend, a place to conquer, a place to take advantage of. Each and every one of the major powers has a grand purpose for the Sphere, and the destiny of the human race will be forged in both their open and clandestine engagements. Essential for diving into the Infinity universe and developing the tactical capabilities of every player, Human Sphere brings a new dimension to Infinity N3, introducing new rules, special skills, weapons, and equipment, as well as background and army lists of complete and expanded Sectorial Armies, including the Steel Phalanx of ALEPH and the Tohaa. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
CVB 289403 ................................................................. $67.74
Cubicle 7

GATO LEADER
The American submarine campaign in the Pacific during World War II was a major contributor to the ultimate defeat of Japan. Utilizing the U-Boat Leader core system, GATO Leader moves the Leader series to the Pacific waters, letting players lead a group of American submarines against the Empire of Japan. GATO Leader includes four campaigns covering different stages of the Pacific submarine war. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.
CVB 289403 ................................................................. $69.99

Decision Games

World at War #50
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
DCG WAW-30 ......................................................... $60.00

Dex Protection

The Dex Binder 9
Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
BLACK DEX DB9001 .................. $25.00
BLUE DEX DB9003 .................. $25.00
GREEN DEX DB9006 .................. $25.00
PINK DEX DB9002 .................. $25.00
PURPLE DEX DB9005 .................. $25.00
WHITE DEX DB9004 .................. $25.00

Dan Verssen Games

B-17 Flying Fortress Leader
B-17 Flying Fortress Leader, a WWII Strategic Bombing Solitaire Strategy Game, places you in command of the mighty 8th Air Force flying missions against Germany during World War II. You must manage not only your mission options, but also make strategic level decisions to figure out the best way to crush Germany’s war-making capabilities. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
DV1 035 ................................................................. $59.99

Gato and U-boat Leader Ship Miniatures
The Gato Leader and U-Boat Leader Ship Miniatures pack adds 14 plastic ship miniatures as well as an 11” x 17” Mounted Sonar game board to your submarine missions. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.
DV1 037 ................................................................. $39.99

Warfighter World War II Core Game
Command World War II’s finest soldiers and complete vital combat missions in past D-Day Europe with Warfighter, the cooperative Tactical Special Forces Card Game! At the start of each mission, players select soldiers and equip them with skills, weapons, and combat gear within the mission’s Resource limit. Then, fight your way through enemy territory, engaging enemy forces, as you attempt to reach and complete your mission objective. This World War II edition of Warfighter includes all the Soldier and Hostile cards you need to play American, British, or German soldiers. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
DV1 036 ................................................................. $59.99

Baseline Deckboxes
Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
BLACK DEX BL001 .................. $6.00
BLUE DEX BL002 .................. $6.00
GREEN DEX BL003 .................. $6.00
RED DEX BL004 .................. $6.00
**DRINKING QUEST:**

**JOURNEY INTO DRAUGHT**

Game Night Just Gained a Level! Drinking Quest features all the staples of a classic fantasy roleplaying game - but the stakes are higher! If your character dies in the game, you have to chug your drink in real-life to bring them back to life! There’s a “One Drink Per Quest” limit, so it’s a drinking game you can actually finish! So, grab your chainsmail, sword, goblet, and favorite bar maid for Drinking Quest! A new edition of Drinking Quest, Journey into Draught is foaming at the brim with a flagon-full of new content, complete with a collectible coin token and a cloth map. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

- **Large** DEX SLPY001 ................................................................................................. $30.00
- **Medium** DEX SLPY002 ............................................................................................ $20.00
- **Small** DEX SLPY003 ................................................................................................. $15.00

**SAFARI LINE PYTHON**

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

- **Large** DEX SLCR001 ................................................................................................. $30.00
- **Medium** DEX SLCR002 ............................................................................................ $20.00
- **Small** DEX SLCR003 ................................................................................................. $15.00

**SAFARI LINE CROCODILE**

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

- **Large** .......................................................................................................................... $30.00
- **Medium** .......................................................................................................................... $20.00
- **Small** .............................................................................................................................. $15.00

**ELDRITCH HORROR: SIGNS OF CARCOSA EXPANSION**

Confront the maddening influence of the Unstable Ruinous One in Signs of Carcosa, the latest expansion for Eldritch Horror. In Signs of Carcosa, you’ll find Hastur entering the game as a new Ancient One, spreading insanity and dissolution. Against this foul abomination from Aldebaran, four new investigators join the fight to save the world. Plus, a host of new Encounter cards for every continent ensures that fresh adventures are just around the next street corner, even as a wealth of new conditions, spells, assets, artifacts, and Mythos cards draws you deeper into a world of madness and fear. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

- **Black Large** DEX PL001 ................................................................................................. $35.00
- **Black Small** DEX PL002 ............................................................................................... $30.00
- **Blue Large** DEX PL004 ................................................................................................. $35.00
- **Blue Small** DEX PL005 ............................................................................................... $30.00
- **Green Large** DEX PL006 ............................................................................................... $35.00
- **Green Small** DEX PL007 ............................................................................................... $30.00
- **Purple Large** DEX PL008 ............................................................................................... $35.00
- **Purple Small** DEX PL009 ............................................................................................... $30.00
- **Red Large** DEX PL010 ................................................................................................. $35.00
- **Red Small** DEX PL011 ................................................................................................. $30.00

**COLD WAR: CIA VS KGB**

Cold War: CIA vs KGB places two players in control of the world’s greatest superpowers in an age of fear. In this tense, standalone card game of politics, guerrilla warfare, and dirty tactics, each player must establish the dominance and superiority of his country’s worldview while bringing about his own vision of the future. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

- **FFG CW03** .................................................................................................................. $14.95

**STAR WARS ARMADA: IMPERIAL ASSAULT CARRIERS EXPANSION PACK**

Coordinate your Star Wars: Armada fleet with the BattleTech of Gozanti-class cruisers from the Imperial Assault Carriers Expansion Pack! With just one die in your left, right, and forward battery armaments, and no dice to fire from their rear arcs, your flotilla of Imperial assault carriers will not intimidate your opponent into surrender, but it more than makes up for its minimal firepower with its Fleet Support upgrades, which allow you to coordinate and support your fleet more effectively than ever! The Imperial Assault Carriers Expansion Pack contains two Gozanti-class cruiser miniatures, two ship cards, eight upgrades, one rules reference card, and all necessary components. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

- **FFG SWM18** .............................................................................................................. $19.95
STAR WARS ARMADA: REBEL TRANSPORTS EXPANSION PACK
The Rebel Transports Expansion Pack introduces a flotilla of GR-75 medium transports to your games of Star Wars Armada. In addition to its flotilla, which you can field as either a pair of GR-75 Combat Retalioris or GR-75 Medium Transports, the Rebel Transports Expansion Pack introduces eight upgrades, four of which feature the utilitarian Fleet Support Icon. The Rebel Transports Expansion Pack contains two GR-75 medium transport miniatures, two ship cards, eight upgrades, one rule reference card, and all necessary components. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

FFG SWM19 ........................................ $19.95

WARHAMMER 40K CONQUEST LCG: SLASH AND BURN WAR PACK
The Warp has broken into realspace above a jungle-covered Death World! Now, Slash and Burn, the third War Pack in the Death World Cycle, invites you to continue the battle in your games of Warhammer 40,000: Conquest. A new keyword - Deep Strike - gives your units, attachments, and events the ability to stealthily enter the battlefield, only revealing their presence seconds before battle is joined. You'll also find additional support for Elite units to make them even more dangerous and a new warlord for the Astra Militarum faction. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

FFG WHK18 ........................................ $14.95

ZAP A GAP SINGLE USE CA+
(5, 0.01 OZ. TUBES)
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
FTE PF105 ........................................ $4.99

FROG GOD GAMES

PATHFINDER RPG: NORTHLANDS SAGA - COMPLETE PLAYER'S GUIDE
This series of Pathfinder-compatible adventures takes place in the frozen north, where men are men, beer is ale, and monsters are, well, scary! Heroes will fight evil in the cold lands, sail the treacherous, ice-filled oceans where sea monsters swallow ships and crews, and feast in fire-lit halls with Vikings! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

PART 1 - WINTER'S TEETH
PZO FGNNLS01PF ............................... $13.95
PART 2 - THE RAID
PZO FGNNLS02PF ............................... $13.95
PART 3 - THE DROWNED MAIDEN
PZO FGNNLS03PF ............................... $13.95
PART 4 - OATH OF THE PREDATOR
PZO FGNNLS04PF ............................... $13.95
PART 5 - THE HIDDEN HUSCARL
PZO FGNNLS05PF ............................... $13.95
PART 6 - ONE NIGHT IN VALHALLA
PZO FGNNLS06PF ............................... $13.95

PATHFINDER RPG: NORTHLANDS SAGA - THE LONG WINTER NIGHT
Included in the Northlands Saga Complete Player's Guide are new PC races, class options, and equipment, plus eight pre-generated characters making use of some of these new characters rules and six new Tales of the Lost Lands stories set in the Northlands that give examples of the kinds of adventures and attitudes that the players are likely to find in the Northlands Saga setting. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

PZO FGNNLS06PF ............................... $17.95

GAMES WORKSHOP

CITADEL

‘ARDCASE
This durable, water-proof, and airtight case comes with three sets of foam and features padlock holes for added security.
GAW 60-42 ........................................... $135.00
BUILD AND PAINT SET
GAW 60-41-60 $33.00

ARTIFICER BRUSHES
Perfect for edge highlighting and painting details.

MEDIUM
GAW 63-29 $26.00

SMALL
GAW 63-28 $23.00

ANGELS OF DEATH
(CODEX SUPPLEMENT)
This Codex: Space Marines supplement features 14 Formations and a brand-new Detachment for all Space Marine armies, plus new psychic disciplines and datasheets for using the Betrayal at Calth miniatures in games of Warhammer 40,000.
GAW 48-97-60 $33.00

BLACK LEGION SUPPLEMENT
Featuring comprehensive background on Abbadon’s Black Crusade, this supplement for Codex: Chaos Space Marines contains Warlord Traits, Relics of the Black Legion, and new Formations, plus Altar of War and Echoes of War missions and new Tactical Objectives.
GAW 43-98-60 $33.00

CHAOS SPACE MARINES
TERMINATOR LORDS CADRE
GAW 43-33 $60.00

CHASING DEATH BRINGER
WITH GOREAXE
GAW 83-38 $30.00

EXALTED DEATH BRINGER
WITH IMPALING SPEAR
GAW 83-36 $30.00

IMPERIAL KNIGHTS: RENEGADE
This miniatures game pits two Imperial Knights - one Imperial the other a treacherous Renegade - in a pitched battle to the death! Contents include an Imperial Knight Warden and an Imperial Knight kit, plus a Sanctum Imperialis scenery kit to fight over, a rules booklet, reference sheets, and three missions, as well as a Renegade Knight datasheet and a new Detachment for using them in games of Warhammer 40,000.
GAW REN-60 $195.00

PSYCHIC POWERS:
ADEPTUS ASTARTES
Featuring 28 large-format psychic power cards, this Warhammer 40,000 supplement introduces brand-new psychic disciplines for all Space Marine Librarians (including Blood Angels, Dark Angels, Deathwatch, and Grey Knights) and Space Wolves Rune Priests.
GAW 83-95-60 $16.50

SPACE MARINE
COMPANY COMMAND
GAW 48-51 $50.00

SPACE MARINE
HEROES
GAW 48-49 $50.00

SPACE MARINE
TERMINATOR COMMAND
GAW 48-52 $60.00

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
GRAND ALLIANCE: ORDER
Reclaim the Mortal Realms! The gates of Azyrheim are cast wide open, and the heroic forces of Order march forth to loosen the iron grip of Chaos that blights the Mortal Realms. From the Free Peoples to the Fyreslayers, each warrior is determined and strong - whatever their motives, each wishes to see their lands returned to the verdant glory of times much missed. Leading the charge are the glittering Stormcast Eternals and their Extremis Chamber, with their unlikely allies the seraphon, hardy duardin, aelfs, and Devoted of Sigmar follow in their blazing path. The war for the realms has begun! This indispensable guide to the armies and factions of Order at the dawn of the Age of Sigmar takes players through the forces of Order with Warcrolls for every miniature, extensive information on the twenty-one factions, nineteen Warscroll Battalions, and a selection of sample armies to help you mix and match your Battalions, and a selection of sample rules grounded in the origins of sword & sorcery, as 1974 intended you to, with modern present day. Learn the who, the what, the when, and the how of your favorite fantasy movies. Fifty films are covered in great detail, followed by shorter entries for every day. From the dawn of feature films, fans - be they artists, gamers, visionaries, writers, or dreamers have drawn inspiration from the great screen. Now, between the covers of Cinema and Sorcery, embark on a decades-long journey through time from the earliest days of sword & sorcery films up to the present day. Learn the who, the what, the where, and the how of your favorite fantasy movies. Fifty films are covered in great detail, followed by shorter entries for every fantasy film we could find. So turn up your Krull soundtrack, slip into your Labyrinth tshirt, and brush up on your Princess Bride quotes, this is Cinema and Sorcery: The Comprehensive Guide to Fantasy Films Scheduled to ship in June 2016. HAB 300631 .........................$11.99

CINEMA AND SORCERY: THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO FANTASY FILMS

ANIMAL UPON ANIMAL: SMALL AND YET GREAT
Oy, deer! This animal pyramidal is a really wobbly business! Only the player with nimble fingers, who can skillfully stack the animals on each other, will win in this daring dice duel! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

MINI THE LITTLE ORCHARD
Ripe, crunchy cherries, juicy apples, sweet pears, and luscious plums are hanging on the trees. The bold raven knows the fruit is ripe. Therefore, the fruit must be harvested quickly before the raven can snatch them! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

FLY DRAGON
After a thousand years, the mighty volcano Rubino is once again on the brink of an eruption! The dragon riders can hardly wait, as according to ancient legend, precious dragon rubies will burst out of the volcano. Move around the volcano and collect the most precious dragon rubies to go down in history as the invincible dragon rider in Fire Dragons! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

MIX AND MATCH ROBBERS
The Mix & Match Robber rascals are disrupting the forest, and Commissioner Badger desperately needs your help! It’s not so easy telling 27 mysterious figures apart. But the player with a quick, keen eye can catch most of the scoundrels and become Honorary Commissioner of the Forest Police Force! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

KEEP IT STEADY
Toss the colorful die to find out which color stick to pull out of the ring... but, Keep It Steady, lest they all come tumbling down! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

THE LITTLE ORCHARD
The pesty crow is back and wants to steal the ripe cherries from the orchard. Will the children be able to harvest them before the raven reaches the tree in The Little Orchard? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

CLOMPING CREATURES

The snake cheerfully creeps along - but, suddenly, someone trudges down her back! Whose feet were those? Players mimic the animals’ movements using their fingers and hands on the backs of other players in this fun animal guessing game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

OH, DEAR! This animal pyramid is a really wobbly business! Only the player with nimble fingers, who can skillfully stack the animals on each other, will win in this daring dice duel! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

KEEP IT STEADY
Toss the colorful die to find out which color stick to pull out of the ring... but, Keep It Steady, lest they all come tumbling down! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

THE LITTLE ORCHARD
The pesty crow is back and wants to steal the ripe cherries from the orchard. Will the children be able to harvest them before the raven reaches the tree in The Little Orchard? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

CLOMPING CREATURES

The snake cheerfully creeps along - but, suddenly, someone trudges down her back! Whose feet were those? Players mimic the animals’ movements using their fingers and hands on the backs of other players in this fun animal guessing game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

OH, DEAR! This animal pyramid is a really wobbly business! Only the player with nimble fingers, who can skillfully stack the animals on each other, will win in this daring dice duel! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

KEEP IT STEADY
Toss the colorful die to find out which color stick to pull out of the ring... but, Keep It Steady, lest they all come tumbling down! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

THE LITTLE ORCHARD
The pesty crow is back and wants to steal the ripe cherries from the orchard. Will the children be able to harvest them before the raven reaches the tree in The Little Orchard? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

CLOMPING CREATURES

The snake cheerfully creeps along - but, suddenly, someone trudges down her back! Whose feet were those? Players mimic the animals’ movements using their fingers and hands on the backs of other players in this fun animal guessing game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

OH, DEAR! This animal pyramid is a really wobbly business! Only the player with nimble fingers, who can skillfully stack the animals on each other, will win in this daring dice duel! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

KEEP IT STEADY
Toss the colorful die to find out which color stick to pull out of the ring... but, Keep It Steady, lest they all come tumbling down! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
MY VERY FIRST GAMES:

FLOWER FAIRY
It’s springtime in the land of fairies! Flower fairy Rosalina flies all over the place, scattering her magic dust, and already the flowers near the pond and on the meadow are beginning to bud. Help Rosalina care for the flowers and together make sure the new flowers flourish in this cooperative stacking and color-matching game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 300630 ........................................... $29.99

ROX
In ROX, only the quickest Druid will be able to put the symbols of the individual elements in the correct order and restore the natural flow of earth, water, fire, air, and magic. If you manage to sequence the elements fast enough and they pass the test of the magic eye, you will win the wild Druidic contest! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 300632 ........................................... $7.49

SPACE PLANETS
The final frontier of space... and you’re in your own middle of it, exploring distant planets and galaxies. Send your probe out and travel to an unknown planet on an adventurous exploration. But, always make sure that you have enough fuel to power your ship enough to reach your destination. Whoever collects the most stars will be the bravest space explorer in the whole galaxy! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 301773 ........................................... $11.99

MY VERY FIRST GAMES:

LILLI’S FAVORITE CLOTHES
What do Lilli and her friends want to wear today? Be it a skirt or shorts, a blouse or shirt, sneakers or ballet slippers. Inside Lilli’s wardrobe players will find the most amazing clothes. But are the socks in the drawer or the wardrobe? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 300176 ........................................... $24.99

SILLY SHENANIGANS
In Toy Wonderland, teddy bears and rocking horses grow on trees! We sprites are crazy about toys and swipe everything we can get our hands on. All you have to do is stretch out your hand and take what you want! Try to collect toys in different shapes and colors in this crazy tactile memory game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 301775 ........................................... $19.99

TITUS TENTACLE
Calling all Pirates and Buccaneers! Set sail for a faraway island said to hold a hidden treasure of immense wealth. But, beware! A giant octopus is guarding it. Every day, Titus Tentacle scares off the brazen, little pirate monkeys who are out to steal his gold coins. Be careful to sail clear of his treasure island claims the title of King of the Pirates in this wildly turbulent dice game. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 301366 ........................................... $29.99

PHARAOH’S GULO GULO
Watch Out For The Mummy Trap! A long time ago, the Pharaoh Anopheles was cursed. Since then, his mummy has restlessly roamed the dark corridors of the pyramid, scaring away anyone who dares intrude, and obstructing the path to the burial chamber with traps and boulders. Will you be the first to reach the Pharaoh’s sarcophagus and free the mummy of the curse and his treasure? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 300629 ........................................... $39.99

SLEEPY CASTLE
The castle is quiet in the dead of night. All of the residents are fast asleep, oblivious of the nimble robber sneaking around the walls. Fortunately, the guardians of the legendary castle’s treasure don’t sleep – or, perhaps, they do... just for a moment? When a light-fingered thief catches two guards nodding off, he can steal the treasure that they’re supposed to guard. You have to uncover the right sleepyhead chips before the hunt for the precious treasure coins can begin in this memory game for crafty thieves. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 301774 ........................................... $11.99

SPACE PLANETS
The final frontier of space... and you’re in your own middle of it, exploring distant planets and galaxies. Send your probe out and travel to an unknown planet on an adventurous exploration. But, always make sure that you have enough fuel to power your ship enough to reach your destination. Whoever collects the most stars will be the bravest space explorer in the whole galaxy! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 301366 ........................................... $29.99

UOH UGH!
Can you hear the growling stomachs of the two Stone Age hunters, Bone Breaker and Mammoth Masher? From juicy mammoths and dangerous dinosaurs, to thick lizards and useless bones, they’re off to roam the wilderness foraging for food in this dice game of hungry hunter-gatherers. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

HAB 300967 ........................................... $14.99

ARCANE ACADEMY
Challenge rival students to become the best in class in Arcane Academy, an innovative board game of tile-linking wizardry that pits young spellcasters against one another in a duel for honor and prestige. Forge potent magic items and wield wickedly powerful elemental energies to outthink and outmaneuver your opponents!

IDW 01105 ........................................... $39.99

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: SHADOWS OF THE PAST
In Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Shadows of the Past, a minimates combat, scenario-driven campaign game that features story content from IDW’s TMNT comic, players take on the role of their favorite Turtle or the ultimate villain Shredder, battling their way through a series of missions in which they develop their characters’ strengths, fighting styles, and equipment along the way to create a lasting story arc. Fan-favorite characters like Casey Jones and Alopex appear throughout the missions as the Turtles call on their closest allies for help in battling their deadliest foes. Designed by premiere game designer Kevin Wilson (Descent, Arkham Horror) and featuring more than 40 sculpted miniatures, 12 unique maps, and over 100 cards, showcasing all new original artwork, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Shadows of the Past is the definitive TMNT gaming experience!

IDW 00929 ........................................... $89.99
THE GODFATHER: A NEW DON
A dice-rolling, area control game, players in Godfather: A New Don use their individual dice pools to claim different neighborhoods from the boroughs of 1950’s New York. However, the active Don can use his muscle to make each player on “after they can’t refuse” at the beginning of each turn, forcing players to choose between the Don’s favor - or his wrath! Power and control of the city swing quickly and violently in this 60-minute war for the throne! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

BABY BLUES
In Baby Blues, players are employees in a daycare center tasked with the caretaking of babies, keeping them happy, entertained, and not crying! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

COUP: REBELLION G54 - ANARCHY EXPANSION
An exciting expansion for Coup: Rebellion G54. Anarchy introduces six additional roles (Anarchist, Arms Dealer, Financier, Paramilitary, Plantation Owner, and Socialist), as well as the new Social Media general action. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

GAMES

DON’T MESS WITH CTHULHU
A social deduction game with secret identities, players in Don’t Mess with Cthulhu are either Investigators trying to keep Cthulhu from waking and controlling the world, or Cultists that want to bring the world to a disturbing end. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

GRIFTERS
In Grifters, players take on the role of powerful crime bosses, building their criminal organizations by carefully recruiting new operatives with specialized skills and directing their team’s nefarious deeds. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

THE RESISTANCE: THE PLOT THICKENS EXPANSION
This expansion introduces three new ways to play The Resistance - The Plot Thickens, Rogue, and Sergeant - and includes a full set of replacement Character & Mission cards and new Mission tracking tokens. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

IRON WIND METALS

CLASSIC BATTLETECH
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

TRISKELION TRK-4V TRIPOD CLASS MECH (TRO 3145/3150)
IWM 20-5138 $17.25

VANDAL LI-O PRIME MECH (TRO 3145/3150)
IWM 20-5135 $14.75

LEGION SUPPLIES

3 WOLF MOON
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: 2016 MEGA-TINS CASE (12)
Paving the way for next year’s Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions feature film, this year’s 2016 Mega-Tins put the original Duelists, Yugi and Kaiba, front and center alongside their legendary Egyptian God Cards - Slifer the Sky Dragon and Obelisk the Tormentor! Featuring popular cards from 2015-2016 booster sets Crossed Souls, Clash of Rebellions, Dimension of Chaos, and Breakers of Shadow, each Mega-Tin comes with six variant cards, including two Ultra Rare variants of Yugi/ Kaiba themed cards, three Super Rare variant cards, and three 16-card Mega-Packs. Offered in 12-count displays. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

KONZER & COMPANY

KNIGHTS OF THE DINER TABLE # 235
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

DECK BOX
LGN BOX0154........ PI

DOUBLE MATTE ART SLEEVES (50)
LGN MAT054........ PI

PLAYMAT
LGN PM0054........ PI

DRAGON HIDE 4 POCKET BINDER GREY
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

ELDER DRAGON GREY
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

HOARD DECK BOX
LGN BOX457.......... PI

VAULT BOX
LGN ED123.......... PI

EPIC STANDARD SLEEVES (60)
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

LGN EPC983.......... PI

If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!
If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!
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Epic 400 count cardbox
Includes 240 glass sleeves, 4 dividers, 1 "Keira, Wolf Caller" promo card
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
LGN EPC985 ........................................ PI

Epic deck box
Includes 60 glass sleeves, 1 divider, 1 "Keira, Wolf Caller" promo card
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
LGN EPC984 ........................................ PI

Iconic gear
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
DECK BOX
LGN BOX131 ........................................ PI
PLAYMAT
LGN PLM131 ........................................ PI
SUPER DOUBLE MATTE ART SLEEVES (50)
LGN MAT131 ........................................ PI

Super double matte art sleeves (50)
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
LGN PLM131 ........................................ PI

LGN MAT131 ........................................ PI

Level 99 games

Double sleeveing kit shuffle-tech
Comes with 100 Shuffle-Tech sleeves, 100 Perfect Fit sleeves, and a durable deck box.
Scheduled to ship in January 2015.
BLACK
MAX 7050LSTBL ........................................ PI
GREEN
MAX 7050LSTGR ........................................ PI
RED
MAX 7050LSTRD ........................................ PI
REFLEX BLUE
MAX 7050LSTBR ........................................ PI
WHITE
MAX 7050LSTWH ........................................ PI

Flag series: USA (15)
MAX 100USA ........................................ PI

Hasta la vista baby
MAX 100HEV ........................................ PI

Sleeves (50)

Protector of the Wu Dang (50)
MAX 7060LYD ........................................ PI

Shuffle-tech

Crimson rider (50)
MAX 7060LCR ........................................ PI

Another rough day (50)
MAX 7060NRD ........................................ PI

Looney labs

Pyramid arcade
Pyramid Arcade is a complete boxed set of 22 of the best games for the Looney Pyramids.
Scheduled to ship in September 2016.
LOO 074 ........................................ PI

Max protection

Deck box

MAYFAIR GAMES

Featured item

Agricola family edition
In this fun, casual, Family Edition of Agricola, players use the actions and tiles to grow their farm and livestock, minus the card play from the standard game.
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
MFG 3514 ........................................ PI

Featured item

Costa rica
Welcome to Costa Rica! This land is renowned for its rich diversity of insects and animals, and you are part of several teams exploring and cataloging the wildlife in this rainforest paradise. Will your team of researchers find the most animals and earn the greatest reputation? Scheduled to ship in June 2016.
MFG 4140 ........................................ PI

Featured item

Fight for Olympus
In Fight For Olympus, players use the soldiers, heroes, and demigods of Greek mythology to battle their opponent. By playing cards to take control of locations, you can increase your capabilities and inch closer to victory. Strive for a military victory or overwhelm your opponent by controlling all of the major locations on the board. Win an exciting duel and become the master of the Greek pantheon!
Scheduled to ship in June 2016.
MFG 3517 ........................................ PI

If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!
Savage Worlds RPG: Accursed - World of Morden
Tyrant Witches control Morden! In the World of Morden, the forces of evil triumphed. The six great nations lost the Bane War to the Witch Council, their armies shattered. Now, Witches rule the land - but, their Grand Coven has been sundered. The remnants of their massive army include captured citizens of the conquered nations who fought as the Witches’ shock troops. These soldiers became Accursed: Witchmarks burned into their flesh and souls transformed men and women into monstrous forms. Unable to return to their former lives, the Accursed wander the land, giving aid to those in need in an attempt to atone for past sins. Accursed: World of Morden expands upon the background material presented in the Accursed Setting Book, providing new background rules, new banes to battle, and new places to explore. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

Minion Games

Sun Moon & Stars
Spirit animals chase the Sun, Moon, & Stars seeking fulfillment in this fast-playing game of deduction. Wolf hunts Deer, while Deer flies and hides. Owl is the wise one, above the pursuits of Wolf and Deer. But, sowing discord is Serpent, who conspires to put one above the others or see that none are fulfilled. Who will master the Sun, Moon, & Stars?

Modiphius

Thunderbirds: Tracy Island
Alert on Tracy Island! Tin-Tin, Brains, and Parker, report for action! There are new disasters to face and we will need the Ladybird Jet, FAB 2, and Brains’ upgraded pod vehicles to once again thwart The Hoodl! An expansion for the Thunderbirds Co-operative Board Game, Tracy Island includes new cards, playable characters, machines, and models of 14 pod vehicles designed to help International Rescue avert new disasters and save lives. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Monte Cook Games

Numenera RPG: Character Options 2
Character Options introduces over 50 new foci and descriptors for use with Numenera. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Mitha Oith Creations

Savage Worlds RPG: Low Life Miniatures
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

One Small Step

Ares Magazine: Issue 03
Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

Folio Series No. 8 - Fall of Berlin
Starting on January 12, 1945, the Red Army breached the German front as a result of the Vistula-Oder Offensive and advanced westward as much as 25 miles a day through East Prussia, Lower Silesia, East Pomeraania, and Upper Silesia, temporarily halting on a line 37 miles east of Berlin along the Oder River. When the offensive resumed, two Soviet fronts attacked Berlin from the east and south, while a third overran German forces positioned north of Berlin. The Battle in Berlin lasted from April 20th until the morning of May 2nd. Fall of Berlin is a solitaire game of the last days of the Reich. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
OSPREY PUBLISHING

Let Them Eat Cake

“Liberty! Equality! Eclairs!” The glorious revolution has done away with tyranny! Now you and your friends make up the Revolutionary Committee, overseeing justice throughout the land. Still, now that the queen’s gone, it would be a shame to let all that cake go to waste... Become the first among equals by amassing honor! Become happy by amassing cake! Send your friends’ pawns to the guillotine! First to forty cakes wins! Alliances and betrayal are all fair game in Let Them Eat Cake, a game of honor and pastry by award-winning designer Peer Sylvester. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Poseidon’s Warriors: Classical Naval Warfare 480-31 BC

From the Greek and Persian clash at the Battle of Salamis, to the Battle of Actium, the tides of Classical galleys. With data for ships throughout the period, rules for famous admirals, historical scenarios, a campaign system, and a brief historical summary, Poseidon’s Warriors offers everything players need to equip themselves for the battles and campaigns of the first great age of naval warfare. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

OVERWORLD GAMES

Good Cop Bad Cop: Undercover

True identities are masked by undercover assignments in this Good Cop, Bad Cop expansion. In Undercover, you will leave your badge and uniform at home to “go undercover” and prevent other players from discovering your true role - taking the intrigue of the base game to new heights! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Adventure Path - Strange Aeons Part 1 - In Search of Sanity

The adventurers awaken within the walls of the eerie Briarstone Asylum, their minds wracked and memories missing. As they work to recover their missing time, they soon learn that the cause of their eerie amnesia is but a symptom of a much greater cosmic menace. As they struggle to retain their sanity, the heroes must ally with other asylum residents and fight against the monsters that have taken over the asylum and plunged it into nightmare. Can the adventurers defeat the terror that stalks the halls and free themselves from their prison of madness? A Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for 1st-level characters, In Search of Sanity kicks off the Strange Aeons Adventure Path, a twisted delve into madness that pits the heroes against the cosmic horrors of the Cthulhu Mythos! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Classics - Waterfront Tavern

Every city needs a seedy, dingy waterfront tavern, and this Flip-Mat release delivers with a two-sided, full-color, durable, laminated map depicting a dockside dive your players won’t soon forget! This portable, affordable map measures 24” x 30”, and features a coated surface designed to handle any dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent marker. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Classics - River Crossing

The river represents freedom of travel - and danger! Depicting a treacherous river bend and surrounding woods, Flip-Mat Classics: River Crossing makes a great set piece for escaping pursuers, holding a bridge, or battling an aquatic beast. A special coating on each Flip-Mat allows you to use wet erase, dry erase, and permanent markers with ease! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Find a path through a twisting maze with Pathfinder Map Pack: Labyrinths, containing 18 full-color 5 x 8-inch map tiles, stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason A. Engle. Wet, dry, and permanent markers erase from the tiles! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Campaign Setting - Planes of Power

The elemental forces of air, earth, fire, and water are among the most powerful in the multiverse, forming the basis of the material world and giving spellcasters and creatures capable of wielding them immeasurable influence. Now, players and Game Masters can harness these powers for themselves by exploring the elemental planes - entire realms of existence dedicated to the four elements - in Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Planes of Power. Each of the four elemental planes is fully detailed like never before, with advice on adventuring in their harsh environments, new spells and character options, location gazetteers, and a thorough examination of a major settlement that offers a welcoming landing site for travelers from other planes. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

Pathfinder Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder Map Pack: Planes of Power

Osprey Publishing

NATO, Nukes, and Nazis

World War III as it might have been! The successor to XTR’s classic NATO, Nukes, and Nazis, this new version is a “What if?” two-map mini-monster wargame set during the late 1980s in an alternative universe in which the Nazi regime survived World War II and is set to start World War III. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

No Trumpets No Drums

In No Trumpets, No Drums, two players or teams representing the Communist states and guerrilla armies of Southeast Asia and the pro-Western and neutral states and forces of that region and their American allies combat each other in a political and military duel for control over Indochina. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - Waterfront Tavern

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Class - River Crossing

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Labyrinths

Pathfinder RPG: Flip-Mat Map Pack: Planes of Power
PATHFINDER RPG: PLAYER COMPANION - HAUNTED HEROES HANDBOOK
Death is Not the End! In a world filled with undead, resurrection, and beings from beyond the mortal plane, long-dead mistakes can still cause problems for the living – or provide opportunity. Pathfinder Player Companion: Haunted Heroes Handbook takes aim at possessing forces of all sorts, from worldly magic to spirits of the dead, and provides you with options to rid yourself of that influence, take back control, or profit by cunning bargains with forces in need of a mortal vessel. This handbook also provides valuable information on the places, organizations, and faiths especially concerned with spirits, hauntings, and possession. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PELGRANE PRESS

13TH AGE RPG: HIGH CUNNING & LOW MAGIC
From a white-knuckle, white-water ride past arctic hordes, to outwitting kobolds and a perilous magical cloud fortress, High Magic & Low Cunning: Battle Scenes for Five loans brings you 45 challenging and memorable sets of battles for your 13th Age campaigns. IMP PEL13A11 ........................................ $29.95

13TH AGE RPG: HIGH CUNNING & LOW MAGIC MAP FOLIO
This Map Folio brings you 45 maps from High Magic & Low Cunning: Battle Scenes for Five loans in glorious full color by expert cartographers. IMP PEL13A11M .......................................... $19.95

PINNACLE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: RIPPERS RESURRECTED - FRIGHTFUL EXPEDITIONS
Take your Rippers on adventures around the world, into the far corners of the Empire, exotic locales beyond, and the shadowy corners best left forgotten! Frightful Expeditions features more info on all seven continents, and new creatures and Savage Tales to go with them! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: RIPPERS RESURRECTED - GAME MASTERS HANDBOOK
Three years ago, Johann Van Helsing led the Rippers – an ancient organization dedicated to fighting evil – against the forces of the diabolical Cabal. At great cost to life, limb, and reason they won. But, in 1895, a new evil stirs in the dark of night, straining at the walls of its eternal prison. Its fiendish servants comb the globe, seeking a way to free their master and consume the world with shadows. Only the Rippers stand against them. But, to triumph they must face their oldest nemesis – and their deepest fears! The Rippers Resurrected Game Master’s Handbook contains everything a Game Master needs to run adventures in the Victorian era, including expanded information about the Rippers’ world, secrets of the Cabal and other threats facing the Rippers, an adventure generator, the all-new Flat Point Campaign “Return of Evil”, a host of all-new Savage Tales, and stats for all the Rippers’ steadfast allies and fiendish enemies. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: RIPPERS RESURRECTED - PLAYERS GUIDE
At the Nineteenth Century’s end, a shadow lies upon Europe and the world. The mythological creatures of the night – vampires, werewolves, and far worse – stalk the darkness seeking innocent blood. Only the Rippers, members of an ancient organization dedicated to fighting evil, stand against them. But to win this battle, the Rippers must use all their foes’ weapons against them, and preserve their own embattled sanity. It’s time to take back the night – again! The Rippers Resurrected Player’s Guide contains everything players need to create the Ripper heroes who oppose evil’s machinations, including information on the Victorian era, the various Rippers Fractions and the frightening world they call home, new Hindrances and Edges, gear, and Setting Rules for Ripper Lodges, Reason, Status, and more. Plus, newly revised rules for rippertech allow heroes to “rip” their enemies’ supernatural traits and graft them to other Rippers! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: SAVAGE TALES OF HORROR - VOLUME 1
Dare to wander the Black Forest in search of witches’ bane, where you may lose your soul - to the Face Snatchers! Brave the bitter northern chill, where brain freeze is the least of your worries. At least someone will keep those beautiful looks of yours in Cold Storage! Relax for a lakeside Spring Break at The Retreat if you can ignore the scratching at the door, and the deadly smiles of the townsfolk! Investigate by gaslight the ghostly hauntings of the magnificent Manor of Blood! It’s very inviting, but doesn’t want you to leave! And, the suspicious death of an old friend consumes the world with shadows. Only the Rippers can stop this terror but you, the Accursed, those who are witchmarked themselves! A deep space distress call reignites a bitter eonsold war between two deadly adversaries, intent on drawing you into their conflict, or to just hear you scream! Hotel 96 is waiting for you. It promises fine music, great food, and a release for the soul. But, it has a burning desire to make you stay for good! And, ghastly aspirations roam old London town, while a dancing craze causes death by euphoric exhaustion. Who will survive The Dance of the Dead? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: SAVAGE TALES OF HORROR - VOLUME 2
In Love on a Mountain, the heart can be just as deadly as a gunslinger, and more tragic than a shot to the gut! Missing livestock is blamed on wolves, but what is that sound at night, creeping from within the cracks...something that Skitters! As part of an elite team sent to protect staff at an enigmatic Ice Hotel, there’s something evil lurking in the frozen wastes, ancient and wanting...for Blood on Ice. As players in a roleplaying game you love to fight demons and monsters as wizards and warriors. But what about when the LARP of Horror becomes all too real? And, when the terrifying colony of Rosewood loses contact, your specialist team is sent to investigate. But what is this strange, creeping flora grown by the elusive calisthenists, and what is its dark secret? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: SAVAGE TALES OF HORROR - VOLUME 3
Your unit is stranded on an Island of Death, where Nazis don’t just come for you - they don’t stay dead! The shards of a Witch’s soul is written in The Final Page of an ancient tome of evil. Who else can stop this terror but you, the Accursed, those who are witchmarked themselves! A deep space distress call reignites a bitter eonsold war between two deadly adversaries, intent on drawing you into their conflict, or to just hear you scream! Hotel 96 is waiting for you. It promises fine music, great food, and a release for the soul. But, it has a burning desire to make you stay for good! And, ghastly aspirations roam old London town, while a dancing craze causes death by euphoric exhaustion. Who will survive The Dance of the Dead? Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
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**100 WACKY THINGS CARD GAME**

One wacky thing leads to another in this zany game of craziness! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 6916 .................................. $9.00

**CHRONO BOMB BOX**

Chrono Bomb is a super secret spy mission where kids use the included clamps and string to create a “laser” field to crawl through. At the end of the maze is the bomb, counting down. Tick, tick, tick! So, you have to hurry, carefully, and make it to the end to defuse the bomb and be the hero! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7010 ............................................. $30.00

**GAME OF THINGS**

You Won’t Believe the Things You’ll Hear!

In this hilarious game, you read a topic card and then write down your response. It can be anything that comes to mind, there’s no right or wrong answer! Then all the responses are read aloud and you have to figure out who said what! For groups of immoral players 18 and up. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7710 ............................................. $28.00

**ODDS JOBS**

These jobs are hilarious, wacky, and over-the-top - and the workers are even sillier! One player is the “client,” choosing a card and reading aloud the job. All other players use their business cards, selecting the best one for the job, and telling the client why they should be hired. Sometimes the amusing names and witty taglines sell themselves, other times you may want to act the part and boast about your imaginary skills! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7452 .......................................... $25.00

**PERPLEXUS: MICRO**

Just because it’s smaller doesn’t mean it’s any less fun or challenging! Perplexus Q-Bot is a fun, cube-shaped puzzle with a robot figure inside. Perplexus Drakko is an egg-shaped puzzle with a red baby dragon waiting to be hatched, and the dragon’s body is the maze itself! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 901 ............................................. $9.00

**PERPLEXUS: WARP**

Perplexus Warp takes maze play to a whole new level! While Perplexus is usually a transparent sphere, Warp’s shape has been “warped” into an egg-like shape called a spherical octahedron. With Warp, an external slider is used to manipulate the marble inside on the track, nine internal cups act as “baskets” for the marble to leap into, and an internal pivot gives the illusion the marble is defying gravity. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 958 .......................................... $9.00

**YOWZAI CARD GAME**

Zap! Zoom! Boom! Bam! Wham! Yowzai! You’ve Got to Say It to Play It in this quick discarding game. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7270 ............................................. $12.00

**PROVE IT**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7429 .......................................... $25.00

**POPALOTSY**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 6850 .......................................... $12.00

**STRATEGO CLASSIC**

Two armies clash! Who will be victorious? The classic game of battlefield strategy for over 50 years, players in Stratego command Napoleonic armies and devise plans to deploy troops, using strategic attacks and clever deception to break through the opponent’s line and capture the flag! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7471 .......................................... $27.50

**TO TAKE ‘N’ PLAY ANYWHERE**

Take ‘N Play Anywhere games offer portable, playful fun on the go! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

BINGO

PAT 674 .......................................... $9.00

GO FISHING

PAT 677 .......................................... $9.00

MATCHING

PAT 678 .......................................... $9.00

**YOWZAI CARD GAME**

Zap! Zoom! Boom! Bam! Wham! Yowzai! You’ve Got to Say It to Play It in this quick discarding game. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7270 ............................................. $12.00

**CHRONO BOMB: SPECIAL AGENT EDITION**

Chrono Bomb is a super secret spy mission where kids use the included clamps and string to create a “laser” field to crawl through. At the end of the maze is the bomb, counting down. Tick, tick, tick! So, you have to hurry, carefully, and make it to the end to defuse the bomb and be the hero! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7012 .......................................... $35.00

**GAME OF THINGS CARD GAME**

You Won’t Believe the Things You’ll Hear!

In this hilarious game, you read a topic card and then write down your response. It can be anything that comes to mind, there’s no right or wrong answer! Then all the responses are read aloud and you have to figure out who said what! Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7704 .......................................... $40.00

**GAMES**

**GRABO**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7280 .......................................... $12.00

**YOWZAI CARD GAME**

Zap! Zoom! Boom! Bam! Wham! Yowzai! You’ve Got to Say It to Play It in this quick discarding game. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7270 ............................................. $12.00

**MATCHING**

Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

PAT 7690 .......................................... $25.00
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GAMES

IMPERIAL SETTLERS: 3 IS A MAGIC NUMBER EXPANSION

An expansion for Imperial Settlers, 3 is a Magic Number introduces a new game mechanic (“Sets”) that allows players to score points and trigger in-game events by building three cards of the same color, and includes new cards for all five Factions in the game. Scheduled to ship in August 2016. PSI PLG0002 ............................................. $16.00

RATTLE BATTLE GRAB THE LOOT:
ANGRY OCEAN EXPANSION

Scheduled to ship in August 2016. PSI PLG0187 ............................................. $16.00

TIDES OF TIME:
AWAKENING OF CTHULHU

A sequel to the award-winning Tides of Time, Awakening of Cthulhu introduces a new twist: Madness. Some cards, while powerful, will harm your psyche. You must keep an eye on your Madness or risk losing the game early as your mind is lost to the power of the ancients. Scheduled to ship in August 2016. PSI PLG0170 ............................................. $12.00

PORTAL

CRITICAL ROLE

AWAKENING OF CTHULHU

A sequel to the award-winning Tides of Time, Awakening of Cthulhu introduces a new twist: Madness. Some cards, while powerful, will harm your psyche. You must keep an eye on your Madness or risk losing the game early as your mind is lost to the power of the ancients. Scheduled to ship in August 2016. PSI PLG0170 ............................................. $12.00

PRIVATEER PRESS

ACTS OF WAR VOLUME ONE:
FLASH POINT

Lord General Coleman Stryker is one of the greatest heroes of the Iron Kingdoms. Chosen by his king to liberate the conquered lands of Llael from Cygnar’s long-standing foe, the Khadoran Empire, Stryker finds himself forced to work with one of his most bitter enemies - the exiled mercenary Asheth Magnus, a man to whom Cygnar’s king owes his life. To claim victory for his king, Stryker will have to find a way to put his faith in a man he can’t trust. Setting the stage for the Warmachine story for years to come, Flash Point depicts Lord General Coleman Stryker on his mission to liberate an Allied nation from the clutches of the Khadoran Empire. PIP 609 ......................................... $14.99

CIRCLE ORBOROS BLACKCLAD STONECHEAD SOLO

PIP 72096 ............................................. $12.99

HORDES

2016 FACTION DECKS

CIRCLE ORBOROS

PIP 91111 ............................................. $19.99
LEGION OF EVERBLIGHT

PIP 91112 ............................................. $19.99
MINIONS

PIP 91114 ............................................. $19.99
SKORNE

PIP 91113 ............................................. $19.99
TROLLBLOODS

PIP 91110 ............................................. $19.99

PRIMAL HARDCOVER

Containing expanded information on the world of Hordes as well as a robust section of model entries for each faction and a hobby guide aimed at new players, Hordes: Prime is an essential tome for every Hordes player. PIP 1068 ............................................. $59.99

CIRCLE ORBOROS BALDUR THE STONECHEAD WARLOCK

PIP 72091 ............................................. $14.99

BATTLEGROUNDS

Featuring a brand-new, exclusive warcaster, each Battlegroup box contains a core rules digest, an in-depth tutorial, and a complete battlegroup - everything players need to leap right straight into the game.

CRYX

PIP 34127 ............................................. $39.99

CYGNAR

PIP 31121 ............................................. $39.99

KHADOR

PIP 33118 ............................................. $39.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH

PIP 33075 ............................................. $39.99

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH

PIP 32117 ............................................. $39.99

CONVERGENCE OF CYRIS

PRIME AXIOM/CONFLUX

PIP 36030 ............................................. $119.99

WARMACHINE

2016 FACTION DECKS

CONVERGENCE OF CYRIS

PIP 91108 ............................................. $11.99

CRYX

PIP 91106 ............................................. $19.99

CYGNAR

PIP 91103 ............................................. $19.99

KHADOR

PIP 91105 ............................................. $19.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH

PIP 91109 ............................................. $19.99

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH

PIP 91104 ............................................. $19.99

PRIME HARDCOVER

Containing expanded information on the world of Warmachine as well as a robust section of model entries for each faction and a hobby guide aimed at new players, Warmachine: Prime is an essential tome for every Warmachine player. PIP 1066 ............................................. $59.99

NO QUARTER MAGAZINE #67

PIP NQ67 ............................................. $8.50
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PRIME AXIOM/conFLux

PIP 36030 ............................................. $119.99

KHADOR BEHEMOTH

CHARACTER HEAVY WARLOCK

PIP 33121 ............................................. $69.99

SPOTLIGHT ON

BATTLEGROUNDS

Featuring a brand-new, exclusive warcaster, each Battlegroup box contains a core rules digest, an in-depth tutorial, and a complete battlegroup - everything players need to leap right straight into the game.

CRYX

PIP 34127 ............................................. $39.99

CYGNAR

PIP 31121 ............................................. $39.99

KHADOR

PIP 33118 ............................................. $39.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH

PIP 33075 ............................................. $39.99

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH

PIP 32117 ............................................. $39.99

CONVERGENCE OF CYRIS

PRIME AXIOM/CONFLUX

PIP 36030 ............................................. $119.99

WARMACHINE

2016 FACTION DECKS

CONVERGENCE OF CYRIS

PIP 91108 ............................................. $11.99

CRYX

PIP 91106 ............................................. $19.99

CYGNAR

PIP 91103 ............................................. $19.99

KHADOR

PIP 91105 ............................................. $19.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH

PIP 91109 ............................................. $19.99

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH

PIP 91104 ............................................. $19.99

PRIME HARDCOVER

Containing expanded information on the world of Warmachine as well as a robust section of model entries for each faction and a hobby guide aimed at new players, Warmachine: Prime is an essential tome for every Warmachine player. PIP 1066 ............................................. $59.99

NO QUARTER MAGAZINE #67

PIP NQ67 ............................................. $8.50
REAPER MINIATURES

BONES
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

LEARN TO PAINT KIT 2: LAYER UP
RPR 08907-NEW $39.99

DARK HEAVEN
LEGENDS
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

MASTER SERIES
MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

SKELETON SWORDSMAEN (2)
RPR 03756 $6.99

FEMALE ELF RANGER (FLAT)
Please note that this is NOT a miniature but rather a flattened relief sculpture Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
RPR 30018 $14.99

MASTER SERIES PAINTS 1/2 OZ
½ oz. bottle (14.78ml) Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

ANCIENT OAK
RPR 09412 $3.69

BARBARIAN FLESH
RPR 09442 $3.69

BLADE STEEL
RPR 09452 $3.69

BLEACHED LINEN
RPR 09436 $3.69

CANDLED GLOW YELLOW
RPR 09409 $3.69

CANDLED LIGHT YELLOW
RPR 09408 $3.69

CATS-EYE GREEN
RPR 09414 $3.69

CHARRRED BROWN
RPR 09426 $3.69

CINNAMON RED
RPR 09404 $3.69

DESERT SAND
RPR 09452 $3.69

DESERT STONE
RPR 09431 $3.69

DRAGON BLACK
RPR 09457 $3.69

DRAGON BRONZE
RPR 09449 $3.69

DRAGON COPPER
RPR 09448 $3.69

DRAGON GOLD
RPR 09450 $3.69

DRAGON GREEN
RPR 09460 $3.69

DRAGON RED
RPR 09401 $3.69

DRAGON WHITE
RPR 09439 $3.69

DUNGEON SLIME
RPR 09415 $3.69

DWARVEN GOLD
RPR 09451 $3.69

EBONY FLESH
RPR 09440 $3.69

SPIRIT OF WINTER
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
RPR 01582 $7.29

Filigree Silver
RPR 09453 $3.69

Frost Blue
RPR 09421 $3.69

Glacier Blue
RPR 09420 $3.69

Heraldic Red
RPR 09402 $3.69

Icy Violet
RPR 09425 $3.69

Lantern Yellow
RPR 09407 $3.69

Monster Maw
RPR 09403 $3.69

Mountain Stone
RPR 09433 $3.69

Naga Green
RPR 09413 $3.69

Nightsky Indigo
RPR 09422 $3.69

Nut Brown
RPR 09446 $3.69

Oceanic Blue
RPR 09418 $3.69

Pale Flesh
RPR 09444 $3.69

Polished Leather
RPR 09430 $3.69

Rich Leather
RPR 09429 $3.69

Ruddy Flesh
RPR 09441 $3.69

Runic Purple
RPR 09424 $3.69

Saddle Brown
RPR 09428 $3.69

Scholar Flesh
RPR 09444 $3.69

Shining Mithril
RPR 09454 $3.69

Skeleton Bone
RPR 09435 $3.69

Spectral Glow
RPR 09416 $3.69

Styx Purple
RPR 09423 $3.69

Sunrise Orange
RPR 09408 $3.69

Tempest Grey
RPR 09438 $3.69

Tropical Blue
RPR 09419 $3.69

Undead Flesh
RPR 09447 $3.69

Void Blue
RPR 09417 $3.69

Volcanic Orange
RPR 09405 $3.69

Warrior Flesh
RPR 09443 $3.69

Wilderness Green
RPR 09411 $3.69

Wolf Grey
RPR 09434 $3.69

Youthful Flesh
RPR 09445 $3.69

Universal Corpse & Soul Tokens
Pip 91214 $14.99

Universal Effect Tokens
Blind, Knockdown, Shadow Bind, Stationary
Pip 91123 $14.99

Fire, Corrosion, Disruption
Pip 91122 $14.99

Warmachine and Hordes

Token Sets

Circle Orboros
Pip 91126 $14.99

Convergence of Cyress
Pip 91120 $14.99

Cryx
Pip 91118 $14.99

Cygnar
Pip 91115 $14.99

Khador
Pip 91117 $14.99

Legion of Everblight
Pip 91127 $14.99

Mercenaries
Pip 91121 $14.99

Minions
Pip 91129 $14.99

Protectorate of Menoth
Pip 91116 $14.99

Rerititution of Scyrah
Pip 91119 $14.99

Skorne
Pip 91128 $14.99

Trollbloods
Pip 91125 $14.99

Skeleton Archers (2)
RPR 03755 $6.99

Skeleton Breakers (2)
RPR 03758 $6.99

Skeleton Spearmen (2)
RPR 03757 $6.99

Skeleton Swordsmen (2)
RPR 03756 $6.99

Ice Devil
RPR 03769 $13.99

Warmachine

Skeletron Archers (2)
RPR 03753 $6.99

Spirit of Winter
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
RPR 01582 $7.29
ISLEBOUND
Set sail in a mystical archipelago filled with bustling towns, sea monsters, pirates, and gold in Islebound! Compete to build the best sea-faring nation by collecting treasure, hiring crew, and befriending (or conquering) island towns. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

PSI RVM012.............................$49.99

RENEGADE GAMES STUDIOS

FEATUED ITEM

COVERT
You have it in your sights: the dead drop. You’ve messaged back to Headquarters that your mission has been accomplished, and now you’re awaiting new orders. Moscow, London, Belgrade… wherever it is they’re sending you, you know you’ll be prepared. You’ll be in and out before anyone knows you’re coming. You’re a super spy. You’re undercover. You are Covert. In Covert, players take on the roles of spies, working covertly to collect the equipment needed and deploying their agents all across Europe in an effort to complete their missions. Utilize your assets. Make your move. Don’t let anyone stand in your way in Covert! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

RGS 00511...............................$60.00

DICKEY GOBLINS
These are special eggs. They have a glow that seeps deep into your soul causing an insatiable urge. Despite the peaceful look on her face, you know the sleeping mother dragon could roast your fragile goblin body without a second thought. But, you throw caution to the wind and inch towards the eggs. How many can you grab (and escape from the lair with, unscathed) before you awaken the beast? Dickey Goblins is a push-your-luck dice game of greedy Goblins and stealing dragon eggs. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

RGS 00517..........................$30.00

ROGUE GAMES

COLONIAL GOTHIC: GAMEMASTER
The time has come to answer the call and choose a side! Gamemasters, your time is here! Contained within this tome is the information you need to make Colonial Gothic your own and bring the colonial period of America to life. In addition, you will be treated to a host of rule options, new features, and other items that allow you and your players to tailor the game to suit your needs. Plus, within these pages lurk cults, secret societies, and esoterica that some might be too afraid to discover. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

S2P RGG1702..........................$19.99

SLANG DESIGN

FATE RPG: BASE RAIDERS - FROM THE UNDERGROUND
You never know what you’ll find in an abandoned super villain base! It could be priceless treasure - or a deadly trap or villain! Perhaps, you could even find potential allies. From the Underground contains new heroes, villains, traps, super teams, and gear suitable for use in any Base Raiders Roleplaying Game campaign. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

IMR SLD320..........................$14.99

COVENANT DCs

SUPPORT VESSEL UPGRADE

SGS HFCV09..........................$59.50

SPARTAN GAMES

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

BATTLE FOR ICELAND
2-PLAYER BOX SET
A Prussian empire strike force is heading for Iceland! Its mission: discover what the Covenant of Antarctica is up to on the frozen wastelands of this small island - at all costs! This exciting boxed set features the new Dystopian Wars: Fleet Action fast-play rules, and includes an array of CoA and Prussian naval models, scenery, rules, dice, and tokens - everything two players need to clash in Dystopian Wars.

SGS DWB002..........................$70.00

UNSC HALBERD UPGRADE BOX

SGS HFU010..........................$35.00

HALO: GROUND COMMAND
2-PLAYER BATTLE BOX
Halo: Ground Command gives you the tools to play out epic battles on Reach between stalwart soldiers of the UNSC and the merciless legions of the alien Covenant. Cities will fall, heroes will rise, and destiny forged in battles that are yours to plan, direct, and implement on the tabletop. From massive tank engagements at Szurdok Ridge to small groups of Spartans deployed in defense of New Alexandria, you are in control, making life-and-death decisions as a UNSC commander charged with the safety of this critical planet. Or take the role of an alien invader, leading the Covenant invasion force as a field marshal ordered to exterminate humanity, at any cost. The Covenant are on Reach! Your troops await their orders! The Battle for Reach 2-player Battle Box includes the Halo: Ground Command Rulebook, Statistical Sheets, 20 Custom Dice and six Halo Command Dice, Game Tokens, Halo Scenery, a UNSC 1,000 Point Battle Force, and a Covenant 1,000 Point Battle Force. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SGS HGR801..........................$110.00

HALO: FLEET BATTLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

FLEET ACTION RULES BOOKLET
Calling All Commodores and Generals! Play faster, leaner, deadlier games of the world’s fastest, leanest, deadlier wargame with this fast-play edition of the Dystopian Wars: Fleet Action Rulebook!

SGS DWB005..........................$15.75

UNSC MAC PLATFORM UPGRADE

SGS HFU009..........................$59.50

FATE RPG: BASE RAIDERS - FROM THE UNDERGROUND
You never know what you’ll find in an abandoned super villain base! It could be priceless treasure - or a deadly trap or villain! Perhaps, you could even find potential allies. From the Underground contains new heroes, villains, traps, super teams, and gear suitable for use in any Base Raiders Roleplaying Game campaign. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

IMR SLD320..........................$14.99

COVENANT DCs

SUPPORT VESSEL UPGRADE

SGS HFCV09..........................$59.50

COVENANT ADP UPGRADE BOX

SGS HFCV10..........................$35.00

HALO: FLEET BATTLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

FLEET ACTION RULES BOOKLET
Calling All Commodores and Generals! Play faster, leaner, deadlier games of the world’s leading Victorian Super Science Fiction wargame with this fast-play edition of the Dystopian Wars: Fleet Action Rulebook!

SGS DWB005..........................$15.75

UNSC MAC PLATFORM UPGRADE

SGS HFU009..........................$59.50

HALO: GROUND COMMAND
2-PLAYER BATTLE BOX
Halo: Ground Command gives you the tools to play out epic battles on Reach between stalwart soldiers of the UNSC and the merciless legions of the alien Covenant. Cities will fall, heroes will rise, and destiny forged in battles that are yours to plan, direct, and implement on the tabletop. From massive tank engagements at Szurdok Ridge to small groups of Spartans deployed in defense of New Alexandria, you are in control, making life-and-death decisions as a UNSC commander charged with the safety of this critical planet. Or take the role of an alien invader, leading the Covenant invasion force as a field marshal ordered to exterminate humanity, at any cost. The Covenant are on Reach! Your troops await their orders! The Battle for Reach 2-player Battle Box includes the Halo: Ground Command Rulebook, Statistical Sheets, 20 Custom Dice and six Halo Command Dice, Game Tokens, Halo Scenery, a UNSC 1,000 Point Battle Force, and a Covenant 1,000 Point Battle Force. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

SGS HGR801..........................$110.00

HALO: FLEET BATTLES
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
STONER BLADE ENTERTAINMENT

ASCENSION X: WAR OF SHADOWS
The tranquility that settled on New Vigil is over. The factions must align with the Light and Dark powers that spread over the land, competing for the soul of the Vigil. Which side will you choose? In Ascension X: War of Shadows, new dual-cost Heroes and Constructs require players to use both resources to acquire them, but have incredible power! Plus, as the balance between Light and Dark shifts, cards gain additional powers depending on whether it is Night or Day. Ascension X: War of Shadows is playable as a standalone 1-4 player game, or can be combined with other Ascension games to play with up to six players. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

MUNCHKIN: PLAYING CARDS
Ante Up! You love Munchkin, but sometimes you want to play poker or blackjack, right? Now you can with Munchkin Playing Cards! These 54, poker-sized cards are each illustrated with Munchkin art by Ian McGinty. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

TASTY MINSTREL

DOWNFALL
In the year 2213, the world order came to an abrupt end over a 19-day war. The bombs started falling on the 3rd day, and by the 19th ninety-nine percent of earth’s population was dead - or would soon be. Wars and conflicts had raged for decades prior - as populations rose up, the global government quelled the growing resistance and maintained the status quo. But, the conflicts escalated rapidly, and the world leaders became anxious and wary. No one knows who pressed the button first, and in the harsh realities of the world that followed, no one cared. What mattered was surviving and, if possible, rebuilding. Thrive - and survive - in the wake of the apocalypse in Downfall! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

GUILDS OF LONDON
London: The biggest, most important and richest city in England in the medieval and early modern periods. The Guilds played a major role in the lives of London’s citizens, controlling the way in which trade, manufacturing, and business was conducted in the city. The members of the Guilds were rich men, who were appointed to the most influential positions in the community and wielded immense civic power. The chief representative of the Guilds became the Lord Mayor of London, and the leading delegates of the Guilds became his Aldermen. The Guilds ran the city and controlled its commerce - each had its own Hall and its own Coat of Arms. In the Guilds of London, players endeavor to place their liverymen in strategic Guilds, building their power base to achieve the status of Master in many of them. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

THIEF’S MARKET
In Thief’s Market, a dice-drafting/stealing game, players are crafty, competing cutpurses looking to split the loot from a “hard day’s work”, then spending it on (more) useful items, finery, and henchmen. These “purchased” items will grant the ability to manipulate your take further as you go to market and allow you to take additional actions such as flipping dice to the desired side, make extra purchases, re-roll dice, gain points, reduce the cost of purchases at the market, and create effects when you purchase certain cards. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

STRONGHOLD GAMES

THE DRAGON & FLAGON
The Dragon & Flagon: a tavern world-renowned for its most magical drink, The Dragon! Legend has it that one sip of The Dragon can give a hero wondrous abilities beyond their wildest dreams - but with a tavern full of thrifty adventurers and only one flagon left, things are bound to heat up. Prepare your magic and grab your weapon because there’s only one true objective in this brawl - and it’s not just a sip of The Dragon! Only one can win and emerge with the reputation as the greatest fighter ever seen within the walls of The Dragon & Flagon! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

KRAFTWAGEN
By the year 1928, Germany possessed a dense road network where combustion engines had triumphed over electric or steam engines and where cars were produced via assembly lines. Manufacturers began producing more affordable vehicles for the broader population. In Kraftwagen, players are at the wheel of a fledgling car manufacturer. By advancing the technology and proving their designs, each player hopes to come out on top as the demand for new and improved automobiles grows. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

THAMES & KOSMOS

LEGENDS OF ANDOR: JOURNEY TO THE NORTH EXPANSION
After many years of living in peace, the heroes of Andor receive a new cry for help - this time from the distant land of Hadria - and embark on a perilous journey to the north. This expansion for Legends of Andor introduces four legends with new challenges, heroes, and creatures. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

THIRD EYE GAMES

THE NINJA CRUSADE 2ND EDITION - THE FIREBRANDS
Burn with a Righteous Fury! We are the sparks that incite change, the embers that burn down armies, and the blades that cut the strings of corrupt politics. The Ninja Crusade has targeted our kind and we are not the ones to back down! The future is ours to control and will be written in the blood of our enemies! The first clanbook for The Ninja Crusade 2nd Edition, The Firebrands details the expansive territories, training methods, and individual cultures of the Fire-Aspected clans: The Blazing Dancers, who live the dance of fire, and the Virtuous Body Gardeners with their fiery-tempered blades. Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
S2P3EG106 $19.99

ULTRA-PRO

13 DAYS - THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS, 1962
For thirteen days in 1962, the world stood at the brink of atomic destruction as the United States and Soviet Union faced off over missiles which had been placed in Cuba. Would the USSR back down and remove the missiles? Would the US push forward with a full invasion or send bombers towards targets within the Soviet Union? Who would blink first? 13 Days is a game recreating the tension of those two weeks as players play cards which shape political events around the world. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 11962 $59.95

ROLL PLAYER
Mighty heroes don't just appear out of thin air - you must create them! Race, class, alignment, skills, traits, and equipment are all elements of the perfect hero who is ready to take on all opposition in the quest for glory and riches. In Roll Player, you will compete to create the greatest fantasy adventurer who has ever lived, preparing your character to embark on an epic quest. Roll and draft dice to build up your character’s attributes. Purchase weapons and armor to outfit your hero. Train to gain skills and discover your hero’s traits to prepare them for their journey. The player with the greatest Reputation wins the game and will surely triumph over whatever nefarious plot lies ahead! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
IMP TWK2000 $59.95

THUNDERWORKS GAMES

CTHULHU: MY FIRST CTHULHU - RECALL OF CTHULHU MEMORY GAME
What better way of improving your memory for those dusty tomes of spells than a quick game of Recall of Cthulhu? This classic matching game can be played by up to four of the most deranged patients in the Sanatorium, as well as young cultists ages 4 and up. Recall of Cthulhu comes complete with 60 matching tiles representing 15 creatures, items, and places of the Cthulhu Mythos, as well as two-player aids for playing the advanced game. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
TOY 12035 $23.99

TOY VAULT

Labyrinth: Firey Plush
Don't lose your head when you encounter the hottest, most problem-free gang in Jim Henson’s Labyrinth: the Fireys! This plush version of one of Labyrinth’s most hot-headed dancing fools can have his head, arms, and legs removed (and rearranged), allowing for the kind of crazy time you can only get with when you’re partying with a Firey! Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
TOY 70002 $34.99

Cthulhu: My First Cthulhu - Recall of Cthulhu Memory Game

TROLL LORD GAMES

CASTLES AND CRUSADES RPG: SHADOWS OF A GREEN SKY
From the burning ruins of Immesberg, to the rubble-strewn slopes of the Norling Mountains, plunge into the turmoil of a mad god's spite in Shadows of a Green Sky, a Castles & Crusades adventure for character levels 3-5. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
IMP TLG8337 $9.99

THUNDERWORKS GAMES

BECKETT CLAM SHELL
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 81339 $34.99

CRAFT MAT
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 58319 $19.99

GAMES

FORCE OF WILL: A3 SHION J-RULER DOUBLE-SIDED PLAYMAT
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84950 $19.99

J-RULER DOUBLE-SIDED PLAYMAT

UPLE 58315

BRAVEST WARRIORS CATBUG DICE COZY
Perfect for dice, tokens & other small game accessories. Zips up for safe & secure storage. Aluminum carabiner hook to keep your Catbug Cozy close by! (Dice not included) Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84704 $19.99

DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
BLACK UPI 81453 $19.99
BLUE UPI 81429 $19.99
CLEAR UPI 81454 $19.99
GREEN UPI 81451 $19.99

GRADEN CARDS
SLEEVES RESEALABLE
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 81307 $19.99
GAMES

MAGIC THE GATHERING
Scheduled to ship in September 2016.

SEPTEMBER 2016
- 9-POCKET FULL VIEW PRO-BINDER
  UPI 86423
- DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 1
  UPI 86408
- DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 2
  UPI 86409
- DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 3
  UPI 86410
- DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 4
  UPI 86411
- DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 5
  UPI 86412
- FULL VIEW DECK BOX 1
  UPI 86413
- FULL VIEW DECK BOX 2
  UPI 86414
- FULL VIEW DECK BOX 3
  UPI 86415
- FULL VIEW DECK BOX 4
  UPI 86416
- FULL VIEW DECK BOX 5
  UPI 86417
- PLAY MAT 1
  UPI 86418
- PLAY MAT 2
  UPI 86419
- PLAY MAT 3
  UPI 86420
- PLAY MAT 4
  UPI 86421
- PLAY MAT 5
  UPI 86422
- PLAY MAT - 6 FOOT
  UPI 86433
- PLAY MAT - 8 FOOT
  UPI 86434

3” HOCKEY BLACK ALBUM
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84528

260PT UV ONE TOUCH MAGNETIC HOLDER
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84783

BLOCK BUILDING BASE - 4 PACK
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84900

JERSEY HOLDER
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84928

KILL LA KILL CHIBI RYUKO
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84938

35 POINT ONE TOUCH MAGNETIC HOLDER
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84958

MAGIC THE GATHERING
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

AUGUST 2016 DUEL
- DECK BOX
  UPI 86403
- PLAY MAT
  UPI 86404

CONSPIRACY: TAKE THE CROWN
FULL VIEW DECK BOX WITH TRAY
- UPI 86406
- PLAY MAT 1
  UPI 86407
- PLAY MAT 2
  UPI 86431
- PLAY MAT 3
  UPI 86432
- STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES
  UPI 86405

MEGURINE LUKA
MEGANE DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 50-COUNT PACK
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84810

MEGAMAN DECK PROTECTOR (50)
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
- PROTOMAN
  UPI 80566
- ROLL
  UPI 80567
- RUSH
  UPI 80568

KAGAMINE RIN MEGANE DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES 50-COUNT PACK
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84809

PSA CLAM SHELL
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 81338

REFILL FOAM FOR MINIATURES CARRYING CASE
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 81466

SEMI-RIGID 1/2 LIP SLEEVES 200CT
Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 81150

MAGNETIC HOLDER
35 POINT ONE TOUCH
Supplies. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
UPI 84958

JUN 2016
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KILL LA KILL PLAY MATS
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84842

RYUKO VS NUI
UPI 84840

RYUKO VS SATSUKI
UPI 84844

SOUVENIR PUCK HOLDER
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 81214

TOBACCO UV ONE TOUCH MAGNETIC HOLDER
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84734

PREMIUM FIGURINE DISPLAY
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84696

PREMIUM MINIFIGURE DISPLAY CASE
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84351

PUCK & CARD CLEAR DISPLAY
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 43014

REGULATION PUZZLE HOLDER
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI 84543

SEMI-RIGID FIGURINE DISPLAY, 20 COUNT
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
UPI B4584

UPPER DECK

GHOSTBUSTERS STAY PUFT MARSHMALLOW FUNEDIBLES VINYL COLLECTIBLE
Approx 4” Tall Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
USO FE091454

THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS CLUE
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO CL004261

STAR TREK CAPTAIN CUP KIRK FUNEDIBLES VINYL COLLECTIBLE
Approx 4” Tall Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO FE066452

STAR TREK GORN BREAD MUFFIN FUNEDIBLES VINYL COLLECTIBLE
Approx 4” Tall Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO FE066453

HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS
COLLECTIBLE COIN BANK
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO DB010400

RICK AND MORTY MONOPOLY
Ages 21 & up . 2 + Players Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO WK107447

MARVEL DEADPOOL BATTLE YAHTZEE
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO Y2011468

STEVEN UNIVERSE GARNET’S GAUNTLET YAHTZEE
Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO Y205457

WIZKIDS/NECA

DOOM: CACODEMAN COLLECTIBLE COIN BANK
Scheduled to ship in July 2016.
USO BK110445

MUNCHIN: MARVEL EDITION 2 - MISTYMAYHEM EXPANSION
Add a new level of mayhem and madness to Munchkin! Marvel Edition with Mystic Mayhem! Journey into the mystery and join up with Doctor Strange and The Defenders as you fight villains like the evil Baron Mordo and the Dread Dormammu. Powerful new threats and allies are introduced with all new Doors and Treasures as well as 12 oversized Dungeon cards. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
PSI MU011-413 $19.95

WONKY: THE UNSTABLE ADULT PARTY GAME
Ages 21 & up . 2 + Players Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
USO WK107447

MUNCHIN: MARVEL EDITION 2 - MISTYMAYHEM EXPANSION
Add a new level of mayhem and madness to Munchkin! Marvel Edition with Mystic Mayhem! Journey into the mystery and join up with Doctor Strange and The Defenders as you fight villains like the evil Baron Mordo and the Dread Dormammu. Powerful new threats and allies are introduced with all new Doors and Treasures as well as 12 oversized Dungeon cards. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
PSI MU011-413 $19.95

MUNCHIN: MARVEL EDITION 2 - MISTYMAYHEM EXPANSION
Add a new level of mayhem and madness to Munchkin! Marvel Edition with Mystic Mayhem! Journey into the mystery and join up with Doctor Strange and The Defenders as you fight villains like the evil Baron Mordo and the Dread Dormammu. Powerful new threats and allies are introduced with all new Doors and Treasures as well as 12 oversized Dungeon cards. Scheduled to ship in August 2016.
PSI MU011-413 $19.95

WIRED FOR GAMES

HEROClix: PREMIUM MAPS
Crafted from flexible and durable neoprene, these tournament legal Premium Maps measure 3’ x 2’ and offer a flat, non-fold surface with nonslip backing to improve your gaming experience. Scheduled to ship in September 2016.
FACTORY WZK 72484 $24.99
SHIP WZK 72483 $24.99
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UPI 84584
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPJ 84584
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84351
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84842
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84840
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84844
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UPI 81214
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UPI 84734
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UPI 84351
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UPI 84842
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UPI 84840
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84844
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UPI 81214
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UPI 84734
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84696
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84351
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84842
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84840
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84844
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 81214
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UPI 84734
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UPI 84696
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.

UPI 84351
Scheduled to ship in April 2016.
FEATUED ITEM

MARVEL

DEADPOOL

(DICE MASTERS)

MARVEL DICE MASTERS: DEADPOOL 90-COUNT GRAVITY FEED

The Merc with a Mouth brings everything you love to hate about him to Marvel Dice Masters! Introducing more than 30 heroes and villains (and their dice!), Marvel Dice Masters: Deadpool features Deadpool, Lady Deadpool, Dogpool, and Evil Deadpool, plus learn the ins and outs of the Weapon X project alongside Wolverine, X23, the Stepford Cuckoos, and Mr. Sinister. Also, Marvel Dice Masters: Deadpool boasts the first appearance of the Inhumans, new characters from the SpiderVerse, and even more characters from the pages of What If? Offered in 90-count Gravity Feeds, each Marvel Dice Masters: Deadpool Box contains two cards and two dice that players can add to their Dice Masters collections! Scheduled to ship in July 2016.

WYK 72425 ................................................. $89.10

WYRD MINIATURES

ARCANISTS LARGE ARACHNID
WYR 20336 ................................................. $24.00

ROOSTER RIDERS
WYR 20630 ................................................. $35.00

CREATIVE TAXIDERMY

One of the most prestigious hobbies among the Gremlins of the Bayou (apart from moonshining) is the art of Creative Taxidermy. Putting aside concerns such as “Has the thing stopped moving?”, the brave practitioners of this art push the boundaries of their craft (and the boundaries of how much dynamite they can shove into a single squealing pig). Now you can follow and join in with this awesome story encounter and adventure box for your games of Malifaux and Through the Breach. This boxed set contains highly detailed plastic miniatures of two Taxidermists, six Stuffed Piglets, three Malifaux story encounters, and a Through the Breach adventure.

WYR 20908 ................................................. $40.00

GREMLINS THE SOW
WYR 20626 ................................................. $15.00

GUILD EXORCISTS
WYR 20127 ................................................. $18.00

GUILD WITCHING HANDLERS
WYR 20121 ................................................. $18.00

NEVERBORN STITCHED TOGETHER
WYR 20430 ................................................. $21.00

GUILD AUTOPSIES
WYR 20234 ................................................. $21.00

GUILD SERGEANT
WYR 20125 ................................................. $11.00

TEN THUNDERS KAMITACHI
WYR 20717 ................................................. $11.00

MALIFAUX

Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

ARCANISTS MALIFAUX RAPTORS
WYR 20338 ................................................. $21.00

ARCANISTS MOBILE TOOLKIT
WYR 20334 ................................................. $11.00

GREMLINS MCTAVISH
WYR 20628 ................................................. $21.00

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG: PENNY DREADFUL - NYTHERA

Nythera has been discovered in the Badlands, sending all of Malifaux into chaos! As the factions of Malifaux struggle to claim any of the ancient ruins, a schism begins to form in the Guild as its most powerful members attempt to ascend to the lofty position of Governor. In the midst of this turmoil are the Fated, who have been spared from death and tasked with finding the severed head of Philip Tombers… Nythera is an epic Penny Dreadful scenario adventure for Through the Breach.

WYR 30204 ................................................. $25.00

Z-MAN GAMES

BEYOND BAKER STREET

Another criminal is on the run, and Sherlock Holmes has a lead! He’ll have the culprit behind bars in no time… unless you beat him at his own game! With the help of your associates, gather evidence, follow the clues, and use your power of deduction to solve the case before the great Sherlock Holmes! After all, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth!

ZMG 71670 ................................................. $34.99

FLICK EM UP! RED ROCK TOMAHAWK EXPANSION

In this new expansion for Flick’em Up!, the infamous Cooper Clan has begun taking over small villages. Those villages, however, belong to the Native Americans, who are armed with bows and tomahawks, and ready to defend their land in five exciting scenarios. But, they’d best be careful around the Cooper Clan’s new weapon: the relentless Gatling gun.

Scheduled to ship in August 2016.

ZMG PZG20002 ................................................. $34.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!